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Share the holiday spirit with 24 vintage greeting cards brimming with nostalgic charm.Â Suitable for
every season, these antique cards featureÂ holidays such as Christmas, New Year's, Valentine's
Day, Easter, Independence Day, Halloween,Â plus other occasions. Beautifully reproduced from
rare, turn-of-the-20th-century originals, they make lovely gift cards as well as distinctive greetings.
They're also great for scrapbooking and craft use.
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If old post cards fascinate you, but you can't find or afford the now antique originals, then this is the
book for you. Really well done reproductions.

These are absolutely adorable. I love old vintage cards and these are great examples. They are so
cute I almost hate to mail them out (but I will!)

I really love the old-fashioned all-occasion postcards. The quality is great and they are just beautiful.
I hate to cut them out and use them but that is why I bought the card book, cheaper than individual
cards at every holiday and less money for postage. I sent the two valentines to granddaughters last
month and just mailed the St. Patrick Day cards today. A fantastic product that I recommend to
anyone who likes postcards or anyone who just wants to save money on postage.

These are old fashioned cards from another era. They are small, like the older cards were but still

plenty of room for writing and addressing. They've been well received by my Postcrossing
recipients. Just about every major holiday in the US is represented by 2 cards. Halloween &
Christmas have 3 each. The paper is a nice heavy weight and the front is a gloss finish. They were
easily torn apart from the book. They do leave that little rough edge from the perforations in the
book but it's okay. Very nice.

I love these cards--great to send just as they are or use in antique holiday shadowboxes and other
Christmas projects with an old world flavor. Excellent value!

I love this set of postcards. I bought them to use in art journaling and Postcrossing.They are
beautifully replicated with an old world feel.I think it is well worth the purchase price. I would buy
these again.

Growing up we would frequent antique markets; while my parents would inspect over-sized pieces
of furniture, I would sit cross-legged and sift through the piles of postcards. Even more than looking
at the pictures, I loved to decipher the messages.These old-fashioned postcards brought back a
flood of memories. While, they aren't "antiques" they certainly embody charm and a tinge of
nostalgia. Even better, they are clean of any old-fashioned loopy handwriting.

These are adorable. They come in a big book and you punch them out. I can send them or decorate
with them-great pictures!
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